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ABSTRACT 

 
Several constraints, such as business, financial, and legal can lead organizations to outsource 

some of their IT services. Consequently, this might introduce different security risks to major 

security services such as confidentiality, integrity and availability. Analysing and managing the 

potential security risks in the early stages of project execution allows organizations to avoid or 

minimize such security risks. In this paper, we propose an approach that is capable of managing 

the security and compliance risks of outsourced IT projects. Such an approach aims to allow 

organizations to minimize, mitigate, or eliminate security risks in the early stages of project 

execution. It is designed to manage variation in security requirements, as well as provide a 

methodology to guide organizations for the purpose of security management and 

implementation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
As a result of globalization and heightened competition, many organizations today are confronted 
with significant challenges in developing services that satisfy customer requirements, and these 
needs must be met on time despite limited resources [1]. With the emergence of cloud computing 
and advances in web technology, such challenges and customer demands continue to expand. In 
response, many organizations have considered outsourcing to deliver and improve their IT 
services. Over the last two decades, Information Systems (IS) outsourcing has grown rapidly. 
This growth has prompted academia and industry to investigate the benefits that organizations 
may gain from outsourcing, and to determine the reduction in risk that might be achieved when 
adopting such a choice [2],[3].   
 
Information Systems outsourcing has been defined in [2],[1],[4] as:  
 
a business practice in which an organization subcontracts with a preferred third party to develop, 

operate, manage, or maintain its information system functions partially or totally for a specific 

period of time. 

 

Outsourcing is an attractive option for organizations, offering benefits including cost reduction 
and the opportunity to concentrate on core business activities [5], [6], [7]. However, it is an 
option which must be managed properly as it brings risk, such as to security, contract violations, 
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and the loss of technology skills for the organization [6],[8],[9]. Failure to manage these risks 
could lead to major issues not only in a particular project, but also for the entire organization or 
business [10]. 
 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 gives information about the background 
and related work. In section 3, we present our framework. Section 4 is used to give an example. 
In section 5, we conclude this paper.  

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

 
Securing information systems should follow a systematic approach which does not necessarily 
rely only on technical aspects, but also takes into account other aspects such as people and 
environment [11],[12],[13]. Such a systematic approach can help organizations achieve business 
continuity and minimize security risks [14],[15]. The most common systematic approaches are 
Information Security Management System (ISMS) standards and frameworks such as the 
ISO/IEC 2700x family [16], OCTAVE [17], and COBIT [18]. These standards and frameworks 
represent general security best practice guidance of IT processes and procedures, and can be 
adopted by organizations to achieve information systems confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability, and reduce associated security risks [16],[19],[20]. Ensuring compliance with ISMS 
standards and frameworks is an essential part of information systems security, as unenforced 
ISMS will not achieve the expected value of such practices [21]. The status of the compliance 
with the ISMS standards and frameworks is normally achieved via audit or self-assessment. 
However, although audits can provide good outcomes, they suffer from a lack of broad 
assessment, and are time consuming. Moreover, while self-assessment can provide broader 
assessment, it may also suffer from a lack of depth assessment [22],[23]. 
 
Although many organizations have adopted ISMS standards and frameworks to secure their 
information systems, these represent general best practice of ISMS and do not consider that 
security requirements differ from one organization to another [24]. Moreover, there is no 
adequate guidance for implementing or complying with such standards and frameworks, and nor 
are they designed to manage the security and compliance risks of outsourced IT project [25]. 
Updating these standards and frameworks to fit the outsourced IT project context might make 
them more complicated and increase time and resource consumption. Instead, our proposal is 
designed to overcome these weaknesses. 
 
When outsourcing IT services, two main parties are involved: a client and a provider. Security 
requirements need to be documented in project documents such as the project contract and 
Service Level Agreement (SLA). The provider has to comply with these security requirements to 
deliver these IT services to the client correctly.   
 
IT organizations today deal with diverse security risks such as terrorist attacks and natural 
disasters [14]. Such security risks force organizations to take action to minimize, mitigate, or 
eliminate issues as early as possible before they are exploited by attackers or their systems are 
damaged. To manage the security and compliance risks of outsourced IT project effectively, 
specific requirements need to be met: 
 

• Security requirements management: the security program or framework should be 
comprehensive and systematic as well as establishing a complete methodology that is 
capable of adequately managing the security of outsourced IT projects. This includes 
security policies, access controls, plans, and procedures. 
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• Risk Management: Security risks are not only technical, and so the security program 
should manage risks from different perspectives such as technical, human, and 
environmental and physical risks. 

• Compliance management: The security program should establish a method to enforce 
compliance properly. 

• Usability: The security program should be usable from different perspectives such as cost 
effectiveness, time efficiency, and simplicity. 

 

3. MANAGING SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE RISKS OF OUTSOURCED 

IT PROJECTS 
 
We propose a framework for managing the security and compliance risks of outsourced IT 
projects. The framework utilizes project phases (initiating, execution, monitoring and controlling, 
and closing) and the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) model [26], as shown in Fig 1. Each project 
phase has its own security activities. During the planning, execution, and monitoring and 
controlling phases, the PDCA model is applied. Managing project security should be aligned with 
the project phases in consideration of improvements during the project execution. This improves 
flexibility, simplicity, and ease of use, regardless of the project size, cost, or any other constraints. 
The framework uses a hybrid threat modelling approach that is designed for the outsourcing 
context, in which environments are less stable and more systems are integrated. The threat 
modelling approach in such environments needs to achieve some desired properties. It should be 
exclusive, exhaustive, unambiguous, repeatable, comprehensive and useful to capture the largest 
possibility of potential security threats [27], [28], [29]. The hybrid threat modelling is designed to 
overcome the limitations of existing threat modelling approaches that use only two or three 
criteria, and the lack of consideration of the desired properties [30],[31]. It combines different 
threat modelling criteria and considers threats from different perspectives such as external threats, 
provider threats, client threats, and physical and environmental threats. It is designed to be 
capable of capturing the largest possibilities of potential security threats that might occur during 
the project execution.  

 

Figure 1 : Security and compliance risks management framework 
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3.1. Initiating Phase 

The aim of this phase is to establish the project’s unique details, and identify major project 
stakeholders and general security risks to which the project might be exposed. The client is 
responsible for this phase, as no provider has yet been selected. This phase achieves its objectives 
through the following units: 
 

• Project unit: designed to handle (create, update) essential project data such as project Id, 
name, code…etc. 
 

• Stakeholders unit: the aim of this unit is to identify all project stakeholders and their roles 
and responsibilities in the project. 
 

• Potential security risks unit: the aim of this unit is to identify potential security risks that 
might take place while executing the project. This allows decision makers to take the 
right decision whether to outsource or not.  

3.2. Planning Phase 

The planning phase is the core part of this framework. It corresponds to the Plan stage of the 
PDCA model. The main parties involved in the project execution carry out all core security 
activities at this phase. The primary parties are the client and the provider. If other stakeholders 
are involved in executing security activities, then they participate with the primary parties in 
preparing the required security analysis and plans. The planning phase aims are achieved in units 
as follows:  
 

• Security requirements unit: the project security requirements are documented and signed 
off by the client and the provider through this unit. 
 

• Assets unit: all project assets are identified and categorized (hardware, software, 
information, or network) through this unit. It answers what should be protected. If the 
project affects any organization’s assets, then they should be identified and categorized as 
well. 

 
• Threat modelling unit: a hybrid threat modelling approach is designed to be capable of 

capturing the largest number of potential security threats that might occur during the 
project execution. In another words, it identifies what to protect from. This threat 
modelling approach uses six criteria: 

 
o Threat Source: it represents the origin of the threat, which can be external threats, 

client threats, provider threats, or environmental and physical threats. 
o Threat agent: the agent that causes the threat. This can be technical, human, or 

organizational. 
o Asset type: the type of the asset impacted by this threat, such as networks, 

software, hardware, or information. 
o Threat intention: the type of human behaviour who caused the threat. It can be 

accidental or intentional.  
o Environmental and physical threat type: the type of environmental and physical 

threat. It can be controlled or uncontrolled. 
o Threat impact: the result of the threat when it occurs. This can be any breach in 

confidentiality, integrity, or availability. 
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• Risk assessment unit: the ultimate aim of this unit is to estimate and prioritize the impact 
of the potential security risk on project assets. The risk assessment unit has five steps: 
vulnerabilities identification, risk likelihood determination, risk magnitude determination, 
risk estimation, and risk prioritization. 
 

• Security controls unit: through this unit, security controls or countermeasures that can 
mitigate identified security risks are selected. Countermeasures determine how to protect 
project or organization assets. Countermeasures are categorized in this framework to 
technical, human, or organizational. 

 
• Roles and responsibilities unit: The aim of this unit is to assign security activities to 

project teams using a clear method that helps prevent any ambiguities between the project 
teams, especially if there is another client or stakeholder team involved. In this 
framework, we propose a role based on the responsible, accountable, consult, and inform 
method (RACI) for assigning the roles and responsibilities of project security activities. 

 
• Risk repository unit: this unit contains all thus-far identified project security risks. Any 

risk that has been logged into the risk repository unit should have sufficient information 
about the risk such as risk Id, description, impact, asset name, and so on.  

 
• Security plans unit: This unit is responsible for developing security plans that will be used 

to achieve project security goals and contribute to building a secure and protected 
environment such as an incident management plan, business continuity management plan, 
and so on. 

3.3. Executing phase 

In the previous phase, the project teams engaged in planning security activities and controls that 
mitigate and minimize potential security risks associated with the project. In this phase, which 
represents the Do stage of the PDCA model, the security plans and controls proposed in the 
previous phase are implemented. Any security issues that might be experienced at this phase are 
documented and monitored. If there is any need for improvements or changes, the project team 
will record them. This phase has four units:  
 

• Performance unit: prepare and submit security performance reports. These reports are 
reviewed and signed off by the project steering committee in the next phase. 
 

• Security issues unit: record any security issues that might be experienced during the 
project execution. 

 
• Change requests unit: if there is any need to change any security plan or control, the 

change is raised through this unit. 
 

• Security deliverables unit: ensure that security deliverables are submitted on time to avoid 
any delay, which might lead to penalties.  

3.4. Monitoring and controlling phase 

The project execution needs to be monitored and controlled not only by the project manager, but 
also by the project steering committee to ensure that it meets its requirements and provide all the 
support that contributes to the achievement of the security and non-security goals while executing 
the project. The aim of this phase, which represents the Check and Act stages of the PDCA 
model, is to review the execution performance reports, and assess if there is any need for 
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improvement. Moreover, the project steering committee supports the project manager in resolving 
security issues that require intervention. Security change requests and security deliverables are 
reviewed and approved during this phase too. The monitoring and controlling phase has five 
units:  
 

• Evaluation unit: the security performance reports are reviewed and assessed. Based on 
this review, the project steering committee may propose improvements that help achieve 
project security goals in an effective and efficient way. If the performance is good and 
there is no need for any improvement, then the steering committee signs off existing 
performance reports. 
 

• Auditing unit: this unit is designed to enforce compliance with the security requirements 
to reduce any security violations. Security countermeasures and plans are audited to 
assess their conformance to what have been planned and agreed.  

 
• Issues resolution unit: security issues that might be experienced during the project 

execution are resolved. Security issues resolution might be beyond the ability of the 
project manager, and therefore intervention by the project steering committee might help 
in their resolution. 

 
• Change approval unit: the project steering committee analyses security changes and 

assesses their potential impact on different aspects such as the project budget and 
schedule. If these changes can be tolerated by both parties, then they approve them.  

 
• Deliverables approval unit: the security deliverables that have been achieved so far are 

reviewed and approved, or rejected. 

3.5. Closing Phase 

When the project is completed, it will be handed over to the client. Before control is taken by the 
client, the project requirements including security requirements need to be verified to ensure that 
the project has achieved its security and non-security goals. The aim of this phase is to audit and 
verify the project requirements to close the project officially and issue the provider with a closure 
certificate. Moreover, the lessons learned during the project phases are documented at this phase 
for future use. The closing phase has three units:  
 

• Compliance unit: demonstrate that the applications or the products being delivered by the 
project are secure and work according to the requirements agreed in the project scope of 
the work. 
 

• Lessons learned unit: document all security lessons learned for future use. 
 

• Closure unit: issue the provider with the project closure certificate and officially close the 
project. 

4. EXAMPLE SCENARIO  
Let us assume that a government agent, who runs major IT systems for a government, has 
contracted with a provider to develop e-services using their existing systems. After completing 
the project, the agent discovers that the confidentiality of their watch list data has been breached 
by the provider staff while they were integrating the e-services with the watch list systems, and by 
external attackers when an attack on e-services took place. Although this example is very simple, 
it illustrates some of the security issues that might arise when outsourcing in the absence of a 
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comprehensive and systematic approach to the management of security risks. Breaches of 
confidentiality can be avoided or mitigated by using the proposed framework as follows: 
 

• In this scenario, the agent identifies confidentiality breaches of private data by the 
provider staff or attackers, as these e-services are provided over the internet. In the 
absence of this step, the agent may enter a contract without knowing the risk level 
involved. This step allows decision makers to take the right decision in advance 
concerning whether to outsource, after considering appropriate security countermeasures 
that mitigate such a security risk, or consider alternatives such as in-house development.  
 

• If the agent has taken the decision to outsource, then there should be a comprehensive 
and systematic method of effectively identifying and managing potential security risks. 
The proposed framework provides that method. In our example, the security requirement 
is to protect the agent’s data confidentiality. The asset under impact is the agent data, 
which is categorized in our framework as information. By using the proposed hybrid 
thread modelling approach, the asset is exposed in this scenario to some threats, which 
include external threats by attackers and provider threats such as information disclosure. 
The risk of exposure to these threats should be estimated and prioritized based on the 
proposed semi-quantitative approach that the proposed framework provides. This risk 
may be mitigated by technical countermeasures such as cryptography and firewalls for 
external threats and organizational countermeasures, such as a non-disclosure agreement 
for provider threats. Finally, countermeasures implementation is assigned to the correct 
teams, and the required security plans are developed. 

 
• Having analysed and assessed security risks in addition to planning security 

countermeasures that help mitigate potential security risks, the project execution starts by 
following what has been planned. This prevents security changes that might violate the 
security requirements being made without approval, and help in achieving security 
activities on time, as they will be part of the project master schedule. In our example, this 
includes executing technical and organizational countermeasures and security plans. 

 
• To enforce compliance, the proposed framework allows the project steering committee to 

review, evaluate, and audit security requirements and controls as well as approve or reject 
security changes while the project team engage in executing the project. This allows the 
agent and provider to minimize compliance violations as much as possible. In our 
scenario, this includes auditing the cryptography and security plans implementation. 

 
• At the end of the project execution, the proposed framework provides a way of 

demonstrating that the project complies with the project security requirements as well as 
officially closing the project. In our scenario, this includes demonstrating that 
cryptography and security plans work as claimed. 

4. CONCLUSION   

In this paper, we propose a framework for the management of security and compliance risks of 
outsourced IT projects. It is designed to meet all identified requirements and overcome any 
weaknesses in existing information security system standards and frameworks. Risks associated 
with all parties involved in project execution are analysed and managed in a systematic way. It is 
a structured approach, which uses project phases to manage and control project security risks. The 
framework is flexible as it follows the PDCA model, which allows the project teams involved in 
managing security risks to monitor and evaluate security controls continuously, and implement 
any improvements or changes. Simplicity and ease of use are other features of this framework as 
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it utilizes project phases for the management of security risks, which allows the separate 
management of security risks during each phase. Utilizing project phases makes the framework 
applicable to any project regardless of size, time, or other constraints. The risks analysis and 
threat modelling of the current project can be applied to new projects that have similarities, 
making reusability another feature of this framework. We aim to apply this framework to a real 
case study in the near future, and also to use a focus group to provide independent validation 
evidence. 
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